
This chapter aims to   

Explore a visual language that expresses dreams and the progression of reality   

(time) 

 

This chapter aims to discuss the   

Responsibilities, personal agency, limitation shaped by historical constructs   

 

An immigrant’s resentment, feminist angst, that is half valid half self-destructive   

 

the blending of reality and fiction (art imitates life) 

 

Sell Your Hard Times 
by Lananh Le   
 

Autumn hits, swerving like the curling wave of regret I try to bury. Yesterday I saw sun. Its 
reflection was a golden beet floating in water. Rain and the day couldn’t get its head around the 
corners of hidden past. Things I have messed up. You then went through the hardest of times. 
Nothing has broken quite like that. What I did, do you not recall? 

 
There’s agricultural run-off in the water… Life started in a hospital bed. The universe is a 

giant swirl of miscellany. We grow up in order to move places to where the land can be exploited, 
and we stick plastic into the soil, pump groundwater to sweeten the saline shrimp ponds. For food, 
we’d do lots of things, maybe ‘till we can’t see ourselves anymore. And then there will be tomatoes 
growing on our vines. 
 

Memories dart, flying across space, like insects nervously escaping the bug-killing machines 
we’ve invented to murder domestic invaders. Absurdity comes, modernity’s sweeping violences. 
Why do we invent? Our parents have given birth, softly blowing gray matter into our minds, 
harvesting ambivalent hopes for bright futures. Life started in a hospital bed, a midwifeless swamp, 
a couch. Like particles we absorb energy into ourselves, selfishly. We grow older and move away, 
colliding into different people other than our nurturers. Then of course death comes. Before these 
collisions, our mothers’ wishings came in like tides washing the shore, continually even after we 
part with them. A womb glitters, deflates, swells. Framework of maternity. And now we’re here, 
away from all mothers, trying to sustain ourselves and inevitably experiencing ephemeral 
postmodern moment after ephemeral postmodern moment, with all this machinery that we have 
built in order to kill, insects or non-insects. It’s a personal hell, a vacant house. Does the cruelty 
alarm you too? Afterall we live in a perpetual state of war that hasn’t once ceased since the fifth 
century, or perhaps even earlier. There was Hiroshima and then there was My Lai and now there is 



Bethlehem. All in the news in the morning. The ultimate machine stands in the corner of our 
bedroom. With a plop it kills all kinds of things - mosquitoes, flies, spiders, ladybugs. When they 
die, the insects’ bodies spurt blood on the wall. 

“Two hundred fifty years of slavery. Ninety years of Jim Crow. Sixty years of separate but 
equal. Thirty-five years of racist housing policy.”     1

Something happened. the dream of your country.   
Many years.   
There is that place of both sacredness and profanity where bodies meet and rest, where 

aggression, solitude and bliss take place all at once most of the time. The way some people nurture 
love. Which could be complicated even then when there is love. Sometimes nobody can know what 
love is, how to grasp it, how to use it, how not to. Or perhaps sacredness and profanity exist in that 
empty field next to a single tall building where together we used to sit. The negative between the 
positive. Light against dark. All the spaces that echo, full of the promises that our young selves have 
made, to themselves and to each other. 

It is always around dusk when I sit in double solitude, wishing that I was instead swimming 
across Lake Michigan, where I’ve never been. You always tell me that I tread cold waters well. 
Indeed I am good at dealing with the biting cold, my skin has thickened over time, lungs immune, 
and head stubborn. And heart sickened, and spine recoiled. It always dusk that I feel, because the 
purple bruises in the sky of this time get to me in this indescribable way. Feelings come up like the 
people who have become something to me. Even if they’re not here, or maybe because they’re never 
here. Sadness, nostalgia, sweet, tender, bitter feelings materialize like an old friend’s nose on which I 
have in the past always focused on my attention as I watched the way he talked. The way these 
feelings swirl in cyclical motions in me, deliciously, appear, disappear and re-appear like the 
glimmer in this person’s eyes - the moving wealth of brownness that has never once evaded me. 

   

My mind moves away from the memories I have with you and comes roaring into the 
present. I’m not with the one I want to be with. I’m just here, today. 

   

Russian River, September 2014. 

   

Davy and I have been paddling down the estuary, our stiff torsos bent at the same angle, 
creating parallel shadows whose pointy faces are looking up into the sky. 

   

Orange sky, yesterday. My hands were like leaves, yesterday. Despite where I am in my life, 
the romance in yesterdays lives. Yesterday I walked ten blocks to your house; yesterday I fed a 
beautiful bird. Yesterday, an orange sky, the leafy hands, the day Davy and I go on an adventure on 
Russian River. Ancient river of eels. Yesterday, so many things. Yesterday, a trip down the stream. 
When we pick up our paddles and hop into the canoe, yesterday ceases to exist as the past and 
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morphs itself into an eternal thing - a concept, maybe, in these timeless, nostalgic thoughts that I 
have. I remember too much - that’s why. Time has been confused, the present and future are now 
both full of yesterdays. Yesterday lives, continues into a train of undying memories mostly thanks to 
the spirit of the nostalgia that I have been born with and know won’t ever escape me. 

   

I look up to see green mountains. They are tall and good. Looking at them I feel a love for 
the natural world. As simple as that. No nuances, no metaphors. I love nature, today and yesterday 
and probably tomorrow too, although distinctions between the three are fading as they transform 
from their original forms, which were rigid marks of time, to their novel forms. Three 
metamorphoses. Time is contained in one drop of a moment now. At the end of the river, the green 
mountains stand still while the yellow sun forms ripples of light that drift through the branches of 
the trees. From afar, drifting on the water, I look at that mass of green which is for the most part 
standing still because mountains don’t move, but if you patiently stare, you will see the texture of 
the leaves moving with the wind. 

 
I dive under, into the depth, into the green that’s been created by light reflecting off the 

moss growing on rocks. The riverbed is like a lime that’s been flattened, a fruit that’s no longer 
round, instead just peels covered in velvety lichens. The brown-cyan fishies scurry against tender 
currents. The fish’s scales are little but shiny; I am good at picking with eyes at unnoticeable things. 
I flap my arms to push the water behind me and propel myself forward from one wave to another. 
My chest catches the fresh ripples that have been formed by my own movements. The water around 
me is like music. Clear radiance, water is a veil like chiming bells. Like a voice. 

 
From below I squint my eyes and then open them. Before me is a vastness - how vast, how 

vast - of ephemeral green that’s ghostlike in a way, because that’s water for you - it is a specter so 
soft. Delicate, flowing precious. Visions are blurred by its medium. The body of water blocks details 
but not light. And colors are there… Green against green and some brown vividly and no longer 
sharp lines. Only hazy blocks of sun. Dust from the riverbed flies like bees in turbulence. You can 
taste the presence of the ghosts of the eels that used to live in this river, but are now extinct, all 
killed by the run-off from the farm where people raise massive mammals who produce too much 
natural gas that poisons our atmosphere. They’re no longer swimming. Ancient regime. The people 
who live around here have done mourning the death of the eels far too long ago, “Gone, all gone.” 
The real source of food has disappeared due to the proliferation of another source of food that is 
tangibly less real. If only again nature could replace farmed land. The viscosity of the water in the 
river, which is full of nutritious but also toxic sediments, flows like pure beautiful slime over and 
around my limbs. But not through them because I am still made of palpable materials, unlike ghosts 
of dead eels. 

 



Yes, as simple as that. I’m a diver. A drifter. Despite regrets. I dive head-first. A long fall into 
nature. Even when it fosters these farms full of methane-producing mammals and birds that I eat at 
the dinner table. In this lifetime I won’t have the ability to stop chewing on the claws of cooked 
birds and mammalian flesh, no. Certain taste buds that have been acquired since birth will never 
break out of habitual rites. I place blame on my nurture out of the hidden cowardice I have raised in 
myself; I’ve been taught to devour other live things. It is a fault to feed your children the things that 
other people have slaughtered. Despite cowardice I do admit my hypocrisies, to myself and the 
reflection of myself that I see at any given point in time, in the mirror elsewhere, in the water right 
here. A skinny cut-up leg that used to have been part of a chicken is floating in the water but it is 
only after I close my eyes and re-open them that I start to understand that it’s just my paranoia 
haunting me, pushing my consciousness against the brim of delusions.   

Under the dying white light that is disappearing into another part of the sky (we won’t see 
from where we are), I secretly block out everything Davy has been saying and focus on the 
sensation of the rain. The crown of my head, and then gradually, everything else that’s part of my 
body, are now being soaked by precipitation. The memories now are starting to come back. 

   

The water’s still flowing. I’m stuck in the past. The rain keeps coming down. Sun still 
shining. I am locked in my own head, no surprises. Memories. 

   

Midnight. A long outdoors shower. The taste of a half-raw egg. 
There wasn’t a mountain, but then there is. 
   

I stand up in this canoe and hold the paddle like a diagonal spear. I can feel my arm muscles 
flexing. Perhaps anything could be made into a weapon. Even animal feed, even fertilizers. Water 
looks and is, so precious. Davy is laughing upon seeing two puppies hurriedly swimming from a 
kayak, steered by a bearded man who passes us, onto the shore and then hopping into the bosom of 
a plush red garden chair. Davy’s laughter rings like the water. We have stopped paddling and now 
we are just drifting with resting arms, gently along with the current. Some brief conversations 
occur -- look, Davy, the fish, how do, so and so feelings, long series, wave trains, would never believe, the 

turtle will hide if you approach him, swim, don’t. The wind slows and it feels as though we are hung 
there, about four miles down the estuary, suspended in a fleeting moment of timelessness, swathed 
in entirety by the sun. I hold out my flat orange paddle, and watch the water that has condensed on 
it drip onto the surface of the river, plop plop. Ripples blossom. They look like coins swirling in 
circular motions, reflecting light. The green from the moss and the gold from the sun blend into 
one another like how my soul feels grazed against the beauty of this scene. Davy, how are we floating 

here right now? How? I feel far away from myself, and decide not to even be dry anymore. Untying the 
laces of shoes, I remove the piece of clothing that I have been wearing coming from the realm of 
civilization away from this sort of nature, and I dive into the water, arms like aqueous wings. So 
sweet and so cold. Can one fly underwater? Then I open my eyes under there, and fully take in the 



depth of it all, the hazy green and the light, the dust that flutters all around within this bath of water 
here. Today. 

 The wind has gone a little cold. The fish swimming past are so long and so large, and 
brown the forms of their bodies blend into the umber canvas that’s the riverbed. My eyes remain 
still hypnotized by their movements, the subtle glints that flitter as the tiny scales on their wet sticky 
skin travel across waves. I continue swimming, my face turned upward - the backstroke, as I’ve 
learned years ago in school.   

Childhood’s end. My feet are the paddles now. They flap wildly in the water. I feel alive just 
floating there.   


